Customized ASSESSMENT SERVICES

Your questions answered. Your needs addressed. APHL offers a menu of assessments and evaluations including:

- Quality Management Systems (QMS)
- Safety
- Test cost analysis
- Operations and operational processes, including workflow and space utilization
- Laboratory services and departmental priorities alignment
- Staffing and workload
- Internal and external communications
- Physical and mechanical plants and facilities
- Staffing levels, testing services and BSL space
- Biosafety standards accommodation

APHL does not make specific recommendations about the design of facilities, but we will work with architects or general contractors in programming and design when requested.

For More Information, CONTACT:

Eric Blank, DrPH, Senior Director, Public Health Systems
240.485.2785
eric.blank@aphl.org

The Association of Public Health Laboratories
8515 Georgia Ave. Suite 700
Silver Spring, MD 20910
240.485.2745
www.aphl.org
info@aphl.org

"The assessment provided workable, practical recommendations for increasing productivity and efficiency, all the while keeping our lab’s needs at the forefront."
— Alabama State Public Health Laboratory
InterIM LaBoratory

director services

A current trend creates a tough challenge for public health: Laboratory directors are retiring and leaving. When a vacancy cannot be managed internally, APHL can help. We have the experience and unique positioning that are essential to help match public health laboratories with qualified individuals—and to keep the transition smooth.

action-ready recommendations

APHL's consulting services result in a comprehensive but succinct report for laboratory and health agency leadership. You’ll be given step-by-step recommendations and rationales that will let you move forward immediately. And when any questions come up during the process, APHL is ready to help.

bigGER Demands

tighTER Resources

From quality to space utilization to communications, you want the best out of your lab. Yet today's lab environment demands more, even as resources get tighter.

Do you have the right management and operational structures in place? Can the laboratory facility support today’s testing demands—and those anticipated into the future?

To get the answers, look to a consulting partner that shares your public health mission. APHL applies longtime lab and management experience to review, evaluate and provide recommendations on the issues facing public health laboratories today. You’ll get customized solutions that always keep affordability and efficiency top of mind.

commitment to QUALITY

For more than 50 years, APHL has been the trusted organization representing public health laboratories. We know public health from the inside out: from the myriad organizational systems and partnerships to the rising trends that can shape policy. Our depth and breadth of experience provide the perspective public health organizations need to review and evaluate today’s big picture and innovatively face tomorrow’s issues.

Tap the Knowledge of a GLOBAL LEADER

In recent years, public health has navigated tough and complex crises—and APHL’s support and leadership has helped make the difference.

We understand the demands and restrictions of a working public health enterprise. In assessment, design and training, for the short or long term, we get in and get going—quickly finding manageable, practical ways to work with your staff and leadership at every phase.

INTERIM LABORATORY DIRECTOR Services

A current trend creates a tough challenge for public health: Laboratory directors are retiring and leaving. When a vacancy cannot be managed internally, APHL can help. We have the experience and unique positioning that are essential to help match public health laboratories with qualified individuals—and to keep the transition smooth.